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o   Fleming County Schools #FCSOurStory

A Weekly Newsletter for Stakeholders

#ReadySetGROW!                                                                                                                            Week of March 3, 2022

DEADLINE: Student 2021-2022 BPI Information and Artifacts (K-12) Submission
Deadline: Friday, April 1, 2022.

District-wide scoring will occur on Friday, April 15, 2022 (Protected Workday).

Weekly Walkthrough Data (eleot) with updated National/International trends

_________________________________________________________________________________________
Expected Lexile Levels (Students who are in the two “Not On Track” categories are not meeting the college and career readiness targets for
their grade level and are not expected to reach the 1300L level by the end of high school without significant intervention and acceleration. Students in
the two “On Track” categories are meeting grade-level targets and can be expected to read at or above 1300L by the time they graduate if they
continue to achieve expected or greater growth every year.)

Guiding Questions:
What is the Lexile score for each student?

Are they ‘On Track’ to be college, career, and life ready?



How are students engaged in relevant and personalized reading in all subjects/courses? Reading must be a
school and district-wide focus.

“One in four secondary students are unable to read and understand textbook content, according to the Alliance for
Excellent Education”
________________________________________________________________________________________

Expected Quantile Levels (MetaMetrics studied the difficulty of lessons in mathematics textbooks commonly used in the United States to
help understand the mathematics demand that students will likely encounter in their elementary through high school mathematics courses. Results are
shown in the table below. In a related study, MetaMetrics found that the mathematics ability needed for college and career readiness ranged from
approximately 1220Q to 1440Q, and the median mathematics demand for college and career readiness was 1350Q.

Guiding Practices to Improve Quantile Ranges for
Students

1. Monitor student mathematics growth and learning
progress.

2. Match students with appropriate instructional materials.

3. Ensure students are receiving grade-level appropriate
instruction and lessons, while also closing gaps.

4. Link BIG mathematical concepts with real-world
experiences

5. Understand the prerequisite skills in order to create an
effective intervention.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ACHIEVE3000 WEEKLY PROGRESS HIGHLIGHT



How do I set growth targets using Achieve3000

Achieve3000 recommends that students complete 2+ activities at the 75% percentile or higher in order for the student to grow in
reading per week. If you have struggling readers, encourage more Achieve3000 activities, as well as, offer small group
instruction. There is no one right pathway to college and career readiness. Schools and districts vary in their student demographics,
curriculum, and resources—all factors that can impact their ability to accelerate students’ skills from grade to grade.

The critical objective is to facilitate constant and consistent acceleration in learning for every student, every year. Each grade level’s
curriculum and instruction should be designed, measured, and modified to ensure that the classroom experience accelerates student
reading ability beyond the expected gains.

Students who start significantly behind should have an ongoing experience of maximum acceleration in each grade level. However,
ALL students require constant and consistent acceleration if they are to maintain skill growth aligned to the college and career
readiness trajectory, ending with the ability to read text at 1300L—the benchmark for college and career readiness—by the end of high
school.

A best-practice plan for creating a pathway for college and career readiness is to:

● Evaluate acceleration within each grade for specific groups of students.
● Establish acceleration targets for each group and plan for a curricular and instructional approach to meet the acceleration

goals.
● Evaluate at midyear and in late spring to course-correct if acceleration is not taking place.
● Monitor student growth weekly. This will prevent students from plateauing at a certain Lexile level. Teachers must utilize

the reports available to ensure growth outcomes.

Modified from:
https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%2
9.pdf

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

IXL WEEKLY PROGRESS HIGHLIGHT

https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%29.pdf
https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%29.pdf


⇨A larger image of the chart is available here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/152PLT7Hx0Jxwb5eY2cQD5ahvgsAB_jXG/view?usp=sharing

Steps to Successful IXL Implementation

IXL is designed to be used daily to reinforce class
lessons, through differentiated opportunities to help
students to retain instruction and also build
personalized skills on grade level. How can I use IXL
daily:

1. Plan your Lesson. Find an IXL skill to support
your objective. You can find skills by scanning grade
pages, or by using the IXL skill plan.

2. Deliver your lesson. Cement understanding by
having students practice the skills to SmartScore of 80. For each IXL skill, encourage students to teach a
SmartScore of 80 (proficiency). If students achieve proficiency, based on grade level, encourage them to
stretch their abilities (acceleration).

3. Check for understanding. Get instant ideas for next steps with IXL Analytics. Visit the Skills Analysis report to
check for assignment completion and to gain insight into your students’ understanding of the lesson. This
report gives you overall stats on your class performance and even groups your students by the level of
difficulty they are working at within the skill.

Modified from: https://www.ixl.com/materials/i_guides/IXL_for_Daily_Instruction_Implementation_Guide.pdf
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

REFLECTION

Most everyone enjoys hearing about the underdog
who accomplishes the impossible. As we prepare for
the NCAA Basketball Tournament, there will
undoubtedly be a Cinderella team, that does the
impossible and beats a top-ranked team unexpectedly.
Everyone will cheer for the Cinderella team, because
of what they accomplished, their tenacity, and their
unwillingness to give up. The Cinderella team is the
modern-day version of David and Goliath.

As educators, we have a responsibility, starting with
PreK, to instill in our students the belief that everything

is possible. Furthermore, we must instill in our students
the determination to not allow setbacks or failures to
derail their journey. Right now, too many students, in
Fleming, Kentucky, and the nation, with the slightest
signs of obstacles or adversity.

Interestingly, the ACT has released information about
how to help students to reach a benchmark, starting as
early as kindergarten. Little is mentioned about
conventional test prep strategies. In fact, the ACT says
that educators, in early grades, must help students to
develop perseverance in the face of adversity or
challenges. In today’s classrooms, too many of us are
allowing students to give up. If students choose to give
up, we aren’t there pushing and encouraging them to
keep trying.

We must develop a growth mindset and help our
students to also develop a growth mindset. Our
students, especially now, must view obstacles and
setbacks as opportunities to improve, instead of giving
up. Each day, we must challenge students with
complex and real-world problems, provide strategies to
solve the problems, and coach them on how to not
allow obstacles and setbacks to prevent them from
ultimately succeeding.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/152PLT7Hx0Jxwb5eY2cQD5ahvgsAB_jXG/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ixl.com/materials/i_guides/IXL_for_Daily_Instruction_Implementation_Guide.pdf


PICTURE of the WEEK

E.P. Ward Elementary School

Mrs. Overbey’s 5th-grade class presented a PBL
about how the American Revolution affects how the
government is set up today. The groups consisted of
wax museums, a play, and a political cartoon. The
students got very creative with their projects!

Free Resource of the Week

PrepScholar’s ACT Top 150 Vocabulary Words

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/360031/file-2311482528-pdf/Docume
nts/PrepScholar_ACT_Vocab_-_Top_150_Words.pdf

The IMPORTANCE OF WRITING

1. Create Writing Centers for Students
The first way to get students writing more is to
always include creative writing prompts and
activities in your classrooms' literacy centers.

2. Give Thank You Notes for Writing Practice
Writing thank-you notes packs a wonderful
two-fold punch in classrooms. It helps to teach
and practice as a way to build a positive, kind
classroom community. Also, giving students
ongoing chances to say “thank you” through
note writing reinforces the importance of being
grateful and kind.

3. Create Bulletin Board Writing with Creative
Writing Prompts. These interactive style bulletin
boards give students a higher level of
ownership and accountability for their writing
because students know that they will have an
audience viewing their writing.

4. Emoji-Themed Creative Writing
Another clever way to get your students writing
more is to incorporate emojis with their writing
prompts.

5. Writing with Grammar Instruction. The goal of
grammar instruction should be to help students
become stronger writers. Yet, always teaching
grammar in isolation apart from writing makes it
difficult for students to transfer grammar skills
to their actual writing assignments.

6. Creative Writing with a Substitute Teacher

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/360031/file-2311482528-pdf/Documents/PrepScholar_ACT_Vocab_-_Top_150_Words.pdf
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/360031/file-2311482528-pdf/Documents/PrepScholar_ACT_Vocab_-_Top_150_Words.pdf


The reading coach in me constantly finds ways
to build in more read-alouds and think-alouds
for learning enrichment.

7. Use Photo Props as Writing Prompts. Another
clever way to get students writing more is to
find out-of-the-box writing prompts to inspire
their creativity. Students WILL NOT write if they
are bored with the writing activity. In fact,
boredom is an engagement killer in the
classroom whether you’re writing or not.

8. Writing Mail Center. You can encourage
students to write letters to each other and place
them in a real mailbox in your classroom.
Setting up a mail center gives endless chances
for students to write more!

BPIs - GRADUATE PROFILE

BPIs: Grade Level Specific Authentic Assessment
Areas

DEADLINE: Student 2021-2022 BPI Information
and Artifacts (K-12) Submission
Deadline: Friday, April 1, 2022.

District-wide scoring will occur on Friday, April
15, 2022 (Protected Workday).

The BPI Timeline can be found on Page 17 in the
2021-2022 BPI Framework (Click Here)

New Printable BPI Infographic from the 3rd page of
the WLC is available here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11pmM2ngpjDOZKHMYh
EYBwJLfTYyeH2aE/view?usp=sharing

“What BPIs Are Not” (Larger Image):
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jDv49g8uK14Vjl1jRlchc5IDwV
N9vXKA/view?usp=sharing

The IMPORTANCE OF HOMEWORK

  District Expectation: All students should be
assigned grade-level appropriate homework.
Eleven Benefits of Homework:

● Homework teaches students about time
management.

● Homework teaches students how to set
priorities.

● Homework helps teachers determine how well
the lessons are being understood by their
students.

● Homework teaches students how to
problem-solve.

● Homework gives students another opportunity
to review class material.

● Homework gives parents a chance to see what
is being learned in school.

● Homework teaches students how to take
responsibility for their part in the educational
process.

● Homework teaches students that they may
have to do things - even if they don’t want to.

● Homework teaches students to work
independently.

● Homework teaches students the importance of
planning, staying organized, and taking action.

● Homework teaches students how to overcome
adversity and obstacles.

Modified from:
https://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/16301/urlt/10BenHomewor
k.pdf

https://www.fleming.kyschools.us/userfiles/406/my%20files/bpi%20framework%202021-2022%20(1).pdf?id=16907
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11pmM2ngpjDOZKHMYhEYBwJLfTYyeH2aE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11pmM2ngpjDOZKHMYhEYBwJLfTYyeH2aE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jDv49g8uK14Vjl1jRlchc5IDwVN9vXKA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jDv49g8uK14Vjl1jRlchc5IDwVN9vXKA/view?usp=sharing
https://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/16301/urlt/10BenHomework.pdf
https://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/16301/urlt/10BenHomework.pdf


SchoolsPLP REMINDERS

Weekly SchoolsPLP Data: 17,180 activities
completed last week with 92% mastery on
the first attempt.

123,049 active minutes
* In-person/Virtual data

Key Processes each week
1. Have students log in at least once a week so

that they remember their username and
password.

2. For younger students, make sure that
parents/guardians have login information at
home should quarantines occur.

○ Print QR Codes for students so that
they can take them home to
parents/guardians.

SchoolsPLP can be accessed through Clever or from
the link posted on www.fleming.kyschools.us.

We want students familiar with SchoolsPLP in the
event they must quarantine. We must be prepared for
several quarantines each day. Remember, those
students who are quarantined can remain engaged in
classroom activities, remotely. Likewise, students who
test positive for COVID-19, if they are well and not
experiencing severe symptoms, can also remain
engaged in class remotely.

Ready.Set.GROW! TIPS

As we continue to focus on growth, the following are a
few reminders and expectations:

● The expectation is that 100% of our students
will show at least one year of academic growth
in reading and math this school year, with at
least 25% of our students showing at least 1.5
years of academic growth.

● Though we have a focus on reading and math,
growth in social studies, science, writing,
performing arts, physical education, career, and
technical education, etc., are equally important

● Growing students in reading and math is a
school-wide/district-wide effort.

● Data tracking aligned to Lexile and Quantile,
per student, is required. In PLCs, student data
pertinent to Lexile and Quantile scores must be
discussed and analyzed.

http://www.fleming.kyschools.us


● Each student must have a documented plan
that is focused on reading and math growth.
There is no way to help a student to grow
without individualized support. Impact Coaches
are there as a support to help deliver targeted
growth instruction, but ultimately you must take
lead, especially with data tracking. You know
your students the best.

● Students need a variety of individualized
instruction, small-group instruction, and the use
of programs to receive Tier I, II, and III
supports.

● RTI/MTSS, which is what growth is about, is a
very detailed process.  Schools should have a
clear process for analyzing and documenting
progress monitoring data and a PDSA process
that outlines the next steps for each student.

● Every student receives Impact time. This is an
opportunity to deliver individualized and
targeted growth interventions. Only Achieve,
Actively Learn, ALEKS, and IXL should be
utilized for personalized learning platforms
during Impact TIme. Data tracking must occur
to ensure maximum student growth and
effective program utilization.

QUADRANT D STRATEGIES (Rigor)



ENGAGEMENT

Distinctive Organizations use Data

Distinctive organizations become distinctive for a
variety of reasons, but one of those reasons is their
commitment to the use of data. High-performing
organizations and their leaders utilize data to make,
not only decisions but great decisions. As the
organization changes over time, data helps the
organization to remain distinctive. Today in the world of
education it is impossible to be a high-performing
school or school district without a data-driven culture
that uses analytics-driven evidence to make great
decisions. Effective leaders realize that culture always
starts at the top.

Below are characteristics of a Distinctive Organization
that utilizes Distinctive Data. Distinctive organizations:

Ensure alignment to the mission and core values.
High-performing school districts do not just assume
their work is aligned to their mission and core values;
they utilize data to ensure it does. There is so much
more to mission statements and core values besides
framed artwork on walls in classrooms and front
offices. Data helps to evaluate just how embedded the
mission and core values are in the organizations.
Distinctive organizations embrace the opportunity to
grow and learn and are extremely transparent where
they are in terms of their mission and core values.
Most organizations are not transparent. Transparency
is embedded deeply into distinctive organizations’
cultures and their day-to-day operations. Normal

organizations deliberately shy away from transparency,
which is why engagement and performance struggle.

Use data to remain relevant. The worst thing an
organization can do is to use data and then stop using
data. Leaders in those organizations think that once
they reach a certain point then they stop using data to
make decisions. Distinctive leaders not only use data
to make decisions; they use it to keep the organization
relevant. Effective leaders understand that measuring
is key to managing for performance excellence. In the
case of schools, leaders use data to ensure that
programs are relevant to students’ goals, interests,
and needs. Furthermore, they use data to ensure
faculty and staff training is based on current needs.
Organizations with leaders that are not utilizing data
daily will quickly find themselves behind and irrelevant.
Furthermore, especially in schools, they will
experience a decrease in student and staff
engagement, while also experiencing an increase in
active disengagement.

Improve systems and processes. Data allows leaders
and employees to constantly improve systems and
processes within the organization. Data provides
evidence through the decision-making process of
whether or not change must occur. Though some
organizations make decisions on assumptions and
whims, distinctive organizations base decisions on
accurate and real-time data. Systems and processes
require constant updating, based on data trends in the
organization. If something isn’t working, data helps to
identify those problems that exist. Likewise, if
something is working, data helps to make minor
changes to only strengthen systems or processes that
are already working. Though there are many
organizations that do not use data and make long-term
decisions based on little or no data, it is not
recommended if they expect to succeed in the long
term.

Use data to improve the employee or student
experience. Engagement is a critical characteristic of a
distinctive organization. A focus on engagement
requires so much more than just lip service, which is
why data is critically important to leaders. Surveys,
one-on-one conversations, question and answer
sessions, provide leaders invaluable data and



information that can be used to improve the overall
experience of students, teachers, and staff. The
Measures of Quality - Fleming County Schools, is an
accountability process and a process to improve the
overall organizational experience. The data collected is
used in multiple ways but at the end of the day - how
can we make the learning and working environment
more friendly, positive, clean, professional,
and…distinctive! Most organizations survey annually,
distinctive organizations keep their hand on the pulse
of students, teachers, and staff and develop processes
to address strengths and weaknesses. Better yet,
distinctive organizations share the data and
information with those who they surveyed - an upper
level of transparency that again, is only found in
distinctive organizations. Distinctive organizations
embrace the data, while other organizations avoid,
hide, or devalue the data.

Determine areas of strengths and areas for
improvement. One of the worst things to do is make
decisions without precisely understanding the
situation. Distinctive leaders of distinctive
organizations make great decisions by utilizing
relevant and real-time data and information. Distinctive
organizations have precise protocols in place to
ensure the data that is used for decision-making is
relevant, accurate, clear, and timely. Old data is good
for longitudinal analysis, but timely data that provides
leaders with accurate information today is the standard
in distinctive organizations.

Prevent silos from forming. Too many organizations
collect data only for the data to be siloed. Distinctive
organizations work diligently to ensure that data
collected is shared readily throughout the organization
to ensure collaboration. Yes, there may be
specializations within the organization, but that doesn’t
mean, someone with a different specialization, can’t
help analyze data and be part of the decision-making
process. Distinctive organizations have a culture of
collaboration and expect data to be shared and readily
accessible. Furthermore, collaborative leadership
structures are fixtures within the organization, where
everyone is empowered to be part of the
decision-making process through the usage of their
knowledge, skills, and talents. Few walls exist in
distinctive organizations, literally and figuratively, to

counter any notion of silos within the walls of the
organization. The expectation set by the leader for
collaboration to occur is a hallmark of a distinctive
organization that transcends politics, hierarchies,
biases, offices, floors, and physical space. In fact,
distinctive organizations are so cognizant of the
dangers of silos, work happens in collaborative
spaces, physically and virtually, with the leader in the
middle modeling and facilitating collaboration by
preventing us-versus-them attitude.

Allow for innovation and take risks. We’ve all heard the
saying, “data will set us free.” Distinctive organizations
are some of the most innovative organizations
because they are willing to travel off the beaten path
every now and then. They understand the risks
associated with innovation, but they trust their data so
much that they are willing to take calculated risks.
Innovative and distinctive organizations have in place
a robust, tried, and true data collection system that
allows for them to be innovative with few associated
risks. But even when there are risks, those
organizations push forward and collect and analyze
data in real-time to help make decisions that will lead
to success. Not all innovations are successful, but
even still, distinctive leaders and engaged employees
utilize data to determine the precise level of success,
setback, or failure given they use data to determine
reasons behind the decision that was made.
‘
Establish a sense of trust through organizational
transparency. The most important feature of a
distinctive organization that uses distinctive data is the
level of transparency within the organization. In today’s
society, school districts or organizations that fail to be
transparent with their data, are destined to alienate
their stakeholders, whether that is students, teachers,
staff, parents, or members of the community.
Understandably, some data and information cannot be
freely shared, as organizations may like for it to be,
nevertheless, distinctive organizations work diligently
to share data and information as much as possible.
Distinctive organizations take pride in being
transparent. They are distinctive because of their
understanding of having systems in place that enables
transparency to be in real-time and accessible to
stakeholders readily.



Engagement and performance are two results found in
distinctive organizations, as a result of effectively using
data. Assumptions are not part of the vocabulary used
in distinctive organizations. Real-time and accurate
data are critical features of data use found in
distinctive organizations. The data is not merely
collected for the sake of collection, but for action. Data
is used to make short and long-term decisions in
distinctive organizations. Furthermore, distinctive
organizations deliberately create systems that ensure
that data usage is not just at the leadership level, but is
a staple found throughout the entire organization,
Distinctive organizations have discovered it is not
enough for leaders to use data, but critically important
that everyone associated with the organization uses
data to help to excel in their roles. Like engagement,
when employees are empowered to use their strengths
and talents, engagement and performance improve.
Likewise, when employees, at all levels, understand
the importance of data and are empowered to use data
to make decisions, their level of engagement and
performance also improves.

ACCREDITATION 5-YR RENEWAL

Measures of Quality - Information

Through the Fleming County Schools
local-accountability system process, the community is
empowered to define school accountability in a
manner that more accurately reflects the needs and
priorities of its students. The system recognizes and
reports on educational outcomes above and beyond
standardized testing and provides information to
schools and communities that communicates overall
effectiveness and can drive meaningful, lasting
change.

In 2022, it is not enough for school districts to be
transparent when test scores are released. The
community expects full transparency from school
districts. The Measures of Quality helps to be
transparent with the community, throughout the school
year. Each month, the district releases updated
information to the public on the 15th of the month,
ranging from student growth to food and nutrition, to
efficiency of transportation. The FCS Local Acounty
System, the Measures of Quality, is all about ensuring
and measuring the quality of services and supports
that are provided to students, to make the school
culture and environment conducive to learning and that
will result in positive student outcomes.



You can access the Measures of Quality by visiting the
district homepage and clicking on the link or by clicking
here.
__________________________

The FCS Measures of Quality originates with our work
with Cognia, Kentucky’s L3 Coalition, UK’s Next
Generation Academy, and PDSAs over the past
several years. More information will be released soon
about the Measures of Quality Dashboard.

COVID-19

Reminders:
● The district continues to encourage everyone

eligible to get vaccinated, immediately.
● Masks are now optional district-wide.
● Vaccines for 5 to 11-year-old students are now

available.

WEEKLY CALENDAR

● Monday,  March 7, 2022
District Team Meeting at 8:30 am

● Monday,  March 7, 2022
Leadership Capacity Meeting at 9:30 am

● Monday,  March 7, 2022
Senior Leadership Meeting at 1:00 pm

● Monday,  February 28, 2022
Final Admin Code Training 4:00 pm

● Tuesday, March 8, 2022
Statewide ACT for Juniors

● Thursday, March 10, 2022
Counselor Cadre at 10:00 am

● Thursday, March 10, 2022
Transformation & Innovation at 4:00 pm

● Friday,  March 11, 2022
Gifted Talented EOY Training at 1:30 pm

Next Week’s Events
Tuesday, March 15, 2022
Monthly Board Meeting at 6:30 pm

https://www.fleming.kyschools.us/administration/26
https://www.fleming.kyschools.us/administration/26

